This paper introduces a probabilistic model that is capable of diagnosing and classifying cognitive errors in a general problem-solving domain. The model is different from the usual deterministic strategies common in the area of artificial intelligence because item response theory is utilized to handle the variability of response errors.
Introduction
The analysis of cognitive errors committed by students has not only been a topic of interest to teachers but also has penetrated into the domain of cognitive psychology and science for investigating cognitive activities underlying problem solving and reasoning (Greeno & Simon, 1984) . In recent years several cognitive error-diagnostic systems have been developed by utilizing the deterministic strategies commonly used in artificial intelli gence (AI). The famous BUGGY and DEBUGGY systems by Brown & Burton (1978) and VanLehn (1983) are examples.
However, AI approaches are not designed to deal with the variability of response errors, and hence the lack of error theory causes a problem in diagnosing cognitive errors when a student responds inconsistently to test items. A similar computer program to those Al-type systems was also developed on the PLATON~ system by Tatsuoka and Baillie, called SIGNBUG. SIGNBUG is capable of diagnosing 89 erroneous rules of operation in signed-number addition and subtraction problems. The purpose of developing SIGN BUG was to use it as a bench mark of our probabilistic model (named rule space) that is also capable of diagnosing and classifying cognitive errors in a general problem-solving domain. The model utilizes item response theory (IRT) in a way that the restriction imposed on the assumption of unidimensionality has not become a major problem in the model. The theory of errors is embedded automatically through the IRT model, and moreover is expanded to surround each erroneous rule of operation with a few random errors (sometimes called "slips"), which forms different dimensions from a set of responses measured by the latent ability 0 in IRT theory. Tatsuoka (1982, 1983) investigated the relationships between the dimensionality of a test and misconceptions possessed by students and found that systematic applications of erroneous rules by students cause multi-dimensionalities of a dataset obtained from an apparently single, unidimensional content domain.
At the same time, the computer program that generates responses using a variety of erroneous algorithms showed that several different rules resulting from different levels of misconceptions often produce the identical response patterns scored by the traditional "right or wrong" scoring procedure (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981 , 1982a . The study implies that the use of total scores from a test does not provide all the information valuable for analyzing cognitive errors.
Some kinds of indices that will distinguish response patterns with the same score has to be developed.
Several researchers (Sato, 1975 ; Harnisch & Linn, 1981 ; Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1982b; Tatsuoka, 1984) have been working along this line. Their approaches are similar to the scalogram analysis done by many psychometricians from 1930 to 1960. These indices are useful in finding atypical response patterns yielded by unusual behavior while a student is responding to the test items.
However, the index approach turned out to have a major drawback when it was used for spotting erroneous rules of operation.
The problem of setting a criterion to determine to what extent a response pattern is aberrant compared with typical ones is a tricky problem.
Most of all, it is impossible to detect aberrations occurring in the middle position of the order of item difficulties. These patterns are usually produced by popular errors, or the misconceptions observed commonly among students.
A new model that is capable of diagnosing erroneous rules of operation resulting from misconceptions is formulated by taking those important factors into account (Tatsuoka, 1983 (Tatsuoka, , 1985 . The model is called rule space and it starts by mapping all possible binary response patterns into a set of ordered pairs and representing it by a Cartesian product space. The mapping function f (x) is defined as a covariance of two residuals, P; (0) T (0), and P; (0) x; for j =1, • • • , ii, where T (O) is the average of all the item response curves, I (0), j =1, • • •, ii. The variance of the mapping function is given in Tatsuoka (1985) with other mathematical properties.
The standardized mapping function happened to be identical to the standardized extended caution index of ECI4 (Tatsuoka, 1984) .
The responses around a particular rule of operation in a procedural domain which are produced by not-perfectly-consistent applications of the rule to the test items form a cluster.
They include responses which deviate from the response generated by the perfect application of the rule in various degrees of remoteness.
These deviations are response errors, called "slips" by cognitive scientists (Brown & Burton, 1978) . Tatsuoka & Tatsuo ka (1985) introduced "slip probability" P;, which is the probability of having a slip on item J (J =1, 2, • • •, n). These responses around rule R follow a binomial distribution when the items have identical slip probabilities.
When each item has a different value of slip probability, they follow a compound binomial distribution. Since the mapping function f (x) is continuous and linear, all the response patterns resulting from the same type of misconception will cluster together into neighboring points. Tatsuoka and Baillie (1982) simulated such clusters in the context of signed-number arithmetic.
Similarly, various clustering points in the rule space that correspond to different kinds of response patterns and their neighboring patterns in fraction addition and subtraction problems are shown in Tatsuoka (1984) . This useful result is due to the use of the mapping function described earlier.
This property enables us to apply a statistical pattern classification method to distinguish many clusters in the rule space from one another.
Regarding diagnosing erroneous rules of operation in a procedural domain, the unit of scoring must be decomposed into component scores such as the sign part (01) and number parts (02) of the answers for signed-number arithmetic (Tatsuoka, 1983 ; Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981) . A regular response pattern obtained from the regular scoring procedure can be the result of elementwise multiplication of component response patterns obtained from component scoring procedures.
By applying the concept of component scoring procedure, Tatsuoka (1983) mapped all responses together with generated responses by 30 erroneous rules of operation discovered in signed-number subtraction problems into the Cartesian product space of the two latent abilities 01 and 02. Then, the likelihood of each rule is calculated. Larger values of the likelihood indicate errors which require special attention in evaluating instructional materials or planning remediation of such errors. Similarly, the unit of scoring in fraction problems can be decomposed into two parts ; numerator and denominator, as will be shown in this paper.
It is interesting to note that component scoring procedures give a better, more stable set of estimates of parameters in the two-parameter logistic model and the dimensionality of the dataset becomes unidimensional (factor analytically).
The dimensions (the number of axes in a vector space) of the rule space of signed-number subtraction and fraction addition problems are four. BMD (a package of computer programs that includes calcu lating discriminant functions of up to 80 dimensions) is available for practical use of the rule space model.
An important difference between the model and other statistical methods (or psychometric methods like the cluster analysis, factor analysis and multidimensional scaling) is that the groups or clusters to be classified in this model are predetermined by a detailed task analysis and controlled by researchers.
It is no longer necessary to speculate what the latent ability, ©, values estimated from the datasets are or what the common factors are. Moreover, more actual responses are mapped in the space, and therefore more accurate meanings are attributed to the points of the rule space. Since the mapping is one-to-one for a given 0 in the Rasch model (Tatsuoka, 1985) , any points whose attributed meanings are not clear can be mapped back to the response patterns for close examination by a task analysis. For these reasons, the model is intelligent and can learn from experience.
It is possible to test a hypothesis for how a particular cognitive skill can be learned, or how a bug migrates, or even more generally, to evaluate an expert system of a teaching method. It is also possible to find the weakness and strength in the knowledge a student possesses in a general domain of algebra, or any problem-solving domains. As has been mentioned earlier, all possible response patterns are mapped into the rule space, along with the erroneous responses generated by computer simulation, and hence it is possible to diagnose the student's state by measuring the distance between an actual point corresponding to his/her response and the points representing misconceptions or particular combinations of weaknesses and strengths in the underlying knowledge-base the student posseses. The purpose of this study is to represent the rule space concept and apply it to the domain of fraction-addition problems.
The rule space concept, in other words, is a geometric representation of binary response patterns by a vector space, and will be explained in the second section, and then the erroneous rules of operation introduced in Tatsuoka (1984) will be represented in the rule space. In the next section, the classification procedure discussed in Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka (1985) will be summarized briefly and applied to the data of 595 students in a local junior high school. Finally, the component scoring procedure will be illustrated and explained in the context of the four dimensional rule space.
Geometric representation of binary response patterns
The one or two-parameter logistic model is used in this study. This section begins by introducing a function that maps binary response vectors into a set of ordered pairs. Suppose x is a vector of scores on n items, x= (x1, x2, • • •, x,,) P(O) is a vector of logistic function values whose j-th component is given by,
where b; is the difficulty of item j, and a; is the discriminating index. Let T(O) be a vector, [T(O), --•, T(0)1 where T (O) is the true score, or the average of P; (0) over the n items. Then the cross product of two residuals, P;(0) T (O) and P; (0) x; for J =I, 2, n is a function of x for a given 0:
The expectation and variance of fe(x) for a fixed 0 is given by Equations (2) and (3) : where xk is a vector whose total score or weighted sum of a; is a sufficient statistic of 0 in the one or two-parameter logistic model, respectively. If f, (x) is standardized, it becomes the standardized extended caution index, ~2i introduced in Tatsuoka (1984a) . The formula of the standardized extended caution index, ~2 is given by Equation (4), Since the total score is a sufficient statistic, the maximum likelihood estimate, MLE B, in the one-parameter logistic model, all response patterns with the same total score have the same MLE 0. For example, a ten-item test has 252 different response patterns with the score of five. These patterns correspond to different values of ~2 (Tatsuoka, 1985) .
The numerator of 52 is divided into two parts in Equation (5) ; one is a function of x and the second is a constant value when 0 is fixed.
If a response pattern conforms well to a Guttman scale, the first term of Equation (5) becomes negative. But if the pattern has to be reversed to form a Guttman scale, then (x, P(©) T (0)) will be positive. The two extreme values of the first term of Equation (5) are obtained by the Guttman and reversed Guttman response patterns, respectively. f, (.v) correlates highly with likelihood function, L = zr P; (e )X' Q; (6 )' -X' (Harnisch & Tatsuoka, 1983) , and the value of fa(x) reaches the largest or smallest as the likelihood function, L, reaches the smallest or largest, respectively.
If we replace 0 by the MXL, B in Equation (1), then fo(x) is uncorrelated with B as well as with the true score T (e) (Tatsuoka, 1985) .
The distance between x1 and x2 for a given 0 in the rule space is given by Dist (x,, x2)= I fa(x,)-fe(x2)I E (X,;-x21)(P;(0)-T(0)
Geometric representation of erroneous rules of operation
The responses to the test items produced by erroneous rules in a procedural domain are scored by a scoring procedure, which may either be component scoring or the regular right or wrong scoring, and are thus converted into a set of binary response pattern vectors. The component scoring procedure changes the unit of scoring to subcomponents or procedural steps. By so doing, the regular response patterns are decomposed into two sets of component response patterns. Conversely, the elementwise multiplication of the two component patterns becomes the regular response pattern. Selection of appropriate components is often the key to representing erroneous rules uniquely by a set of binary component response patterns (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1981 ; Tatsuoka, 1983) .
For example, one of the most typical erroneous rules observed in fraction addition problems is to add the corresponding parts separately. For the problem, 1 4/5+1 3/7, the answer based on this rule becomes 2 7/12. But for another problem, 4/7+2/7, the answer produced by the rule is 6/14, whose numerator happens to coincide with that of the right answer. Therefore, the component response pattern vectors of the two problems will be (1, 1) for the whole number part, (0, 1) for the numerator part and (0, 0) for the denominator part. The elementwise multiplication yields the regular scores, (0, 0). More generally, suppose x, y, and z are such component response patterns for an erroneous rule, then they will be mapped into the three sets of ordered pairs, (BX, S2,), (8,, S2-V ) and (0, s l,,) by the mapping function (1). Therefore, in this case, the rule is represented by the points (0k, S2x, ©1., 52v, 0 , S2z) in the six-dimensional space. However, the unit of scoring of the responses to the test items does not have to be a subcomponent of the procedural steps. It could be the regular score of right or wrong, depending on the purpose of analysis. If an analysis is aimed at placing a new student into his/her most appropriate achievement-level group, then the unit of analysis may be the responses to the test items without any finer decomposition into the subprocesses. For example, the items in a mathematics placement test can be decomposed into several subtests measuring geometry, elementary algebra, advanced algebra or trigonometry (Mayberry, Ory & Yamamoto, 1985) . 
Illustration of rule space with a fraction addition test
All erroneous rules of operation in a procedural domain can be represented as points (8, y2) in the rule space along with the response patterns obtained from students' perfor mances on a test. Figure 1 shows the rule space constructed for a 38-item fraction addition test given to 595 students in a local junior high school. Table 1 illustrates the four erroneous rules introduced in Tatsuoka (1984b) , and the summary of case studies by Shaw, et al. (1981) with the four items selected from the original 36 item fraction addition test.
These four rules are applied to the items and the responses are scored by the regular scoring procedure, R, matching the responses to the right answer by right or wrong and three component parts, D for the denominators, N for the numerators and W for the whole number parts. Although only four items are shown in Table 1 , the points corresponding to these rules in Figure 1 are obtained by using the regular response patterns of all 38 items in the test. As can be seen in Figure 1 , the locations of Rules 13 and 17 are identical, while those of Rules 11 and 10 are farther apart from each other. Since the likelihood of rules correlates highly with the values of S2i the rules located close to the 6-axis are observed more often than those located in an upper part of the space, like Rule 10. The response patterns by the regular scoring of Rules 13 and 17 are identical, and hence it is difficult to distinguish between their corresponding points in the rule space. The number of response patterns similar to those of Rules 13 and 17 (ones for the problems of like-denominators and zeros for unlike-denominators) turned out to be large and their corresponding points are boxed in Figure 2 . However, the levels of understanding that produce Rules 13 and 17 Thus, the rule space using the denominator scores can distinguish Rule 13
from Rule 17 while the first rule space constructed from the response patterns obtained by the regular scoring procedure cannot do so. Figure 2 is the plot of the denominator-component scores for the same 38-item fraction addition test used in Figure 1 . The cluster bounded by a box in Figure 1 was dispersed in Figure 2 , and the two points associated with a consistent application of Rules 13 and 17 resulted in two distant locations as shown in Figure 2 .
As for Rule 10, the corresponding point falls in an upper part of the rule space because use of Rule 10 is not popular. Indeed, it is very unusual to see a response pattern consisting of ones for harder problems such as adding two mixed numbers and zeros for the simpler addition of two fractions. The rule space enables us to see two important aspects of pure characteristics attributed to each erroneous rule resulting from sources of misconceptions. The first element, MLE d represents the state of knowledge where a specific error is produced. The second element ~2 expresses the extent to which this error type is usual and popular in a given population. Points located closer to the 6-axis are usual and frequently observed ones, while points falling in the upper part of the space are unusual and less frequent.
A natural question arises when a point that has to be diagnosed lies very close to two different rules. The next section will address this problem.
5. Distribution of the cluster around a rule and classification of an observed response A Monte Carlo study (Tatsuoka & Baillie, 1982) showed that the response patterns originating from a single source of misconception (or rule) with a few slips cluster in the vicinity of the point which represents the misconception.
Further, Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka (1985) introduced the fact that the response patterns from the same misconception follow a compound binomial distribution with the variance of Z p;q;, where p; is the probability ,_1
of having a slip from the perfect response pattern generated by the misconception. The cluster of these response patterns mapped in the rule space follows a bivariate normal distribution with the centroid of (0, 5) and the variance-covariance matrix of ~,
The values of p; and q; are approximated by the logistic probabilities Q;(0) and f (0 ), j =1 , • • •, ii, in their study instead of estimating them from the dataset. Plausibility of the approximation of the slip probabilities associated with each misconception or rule by the logistic function is left as a future topic of investigation, although they seem to fit well with the data.
For diagnosing or classifying an observed response pattern into one of the clusters around the rule, one of the traditional pattern classification methods, the Bayes' decision rule for minimum error (Fukunaga, 1972) was used. Because each cluster around a rule follows a bivariate normal distribution in the rule space, the calculation of error probabil ities is fairly straight forward (Tatsuoka & Tatsuoka, 1985 (Tatsuoka, 1984a) are divided into categories where each category represents an unique source of misconception. They are summarized in Table 2 . The error types listed in Table 2 will be used for explaining the results of classification.
Regular scoring will be used in this section.
The summary of misconception or the incomplete, partial knowledge corresponding to each set are given in the second column, and item types producing the correct answer or wrong answers by the set are listed in the third and fourth columns, respectively. Table   3 summarizes the centroids of the 13 ellipses in the third column and the number of students Table 3 Parameters of Thirteen Ellipses with the Number of Students Classified in Each Ellipse (N =595) Fig. 3 Some Selected Ellipses from Table 3 diagnosed as having the error type associated with each set in the second column . Figure   3 shows 9 out of the 13 ellipses. By examining which points are found in particular ellipses, 93.8% of the students' performances on the 36-item test are diagnosed .
Discussion
A probabilistic model that is capable of diagnosing and classifying cognitive errors is introduced in this paper. The model is constructed in the context of item response theory , and as a result, dealing with the variability of response errors becomes easier. Since all response patterns are mapped into a two-dimensional vector space spanned by MLE 0 and b2. which is defined as the rule space, this approach can be used for evaluating different teaching methods or two expert systems constructed by different models of a single problem-solving domain. The point is that the two different teaching methods will produce a significantly different number of students committing different types of bugs (Tatsuoka, Eddins & Sharabash, 1985) , and hence they produce different clusters in the space.
By examining these clusters closely, it is possible to evaluate the teaching methods and redesign them for more efficient instruction.
An important characteristic of the model different from other psychometric techniques such as cluster analysis, multidimensional scaling, and factor analysis is that it is possible to control the classification of performances on the test by selecting a meaningful set of ellipses. These ellipses represent erroneous rules in a procedural domain , or sources of misconceptions producing a variety of erroneous rules of operation , or different achieve ment levels. Since users of the model control the input of ellipses according to their need or interest, they can avoid the tricky question about interpretation of factors, or clusters . The quantity expressed by the 5 -axis represents the atypicality of a response pattern with respect to a given sample. Its distance from the 8-axis (MLE 0 representing state of knowledge) provides information concerning how likely it is that a particular bug will appear in the sample. This probabilistic interpretation is a unique feature of the rule space model which enhances the already useful prescriptive information about test perfor mances with the likelihood of such an incident.
Since the model is a generalized version of mastery testing or criterion testing , it is applicable to the computer-aided instruction on micro-computers as an integrated part of training programs. Diagnosing error types instead of using the total score will be quite useful in training students. Moreover, the model can be used as an efficient placement tool for administrators of training programs . Mayberry, et al. (1985) demonstrated that the model places qualified students in various levels of courses in mathematics more efficiently , minimizes the number of dropouts and maximizes learning of a new topic for A or B students.
However, the new approach requires a couple of technical problems to be solved .
Better estimation of ellipses will enhance the analysis results. A better parameter estima tion technique will also provide efficient prescriptive information for each student . An accurate decision of classifying each point to one of the ellipses will be very important . These techniques are wide open for further research .
